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Portugal Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: With its dramatic coastline, sun-kissed beaches and sublime weather,
Portugal is every bit as alluring as its Spanish neighbour - and gaining more and more in popularity. Be

inspired to visit with our new Insight Guide Portugal, a comprehensive full-colour guide to this Iberian gem.
Inside Insight Guide Portugal: An updated new edition by our expert authors. Stunning photography brings
this delightful country and its people to life. Highlights of the country´s top attractions, such as the royal
residence of Sintra and the Alentejo wine route, are covered in the Best of Portugal feature, while in-depth

features on its cultural traditions, such as the unique musical tradition of fado, give insight into the soul of the
country. Descriptive region-by-region accounts cover the whole country from the capital, Lisbon, equal parts
hip and historic, to the glorious beaches of the Algarve and the off-shore isles of Madeira and the Azores.
Detailed, high-quality maps throughout will help you get around and travel tips give you all the essential

information for planning a memorable trip.
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